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On July 3 the Financial Times
of London published the following
headline.
“US Economic growth enjoys
longest winning streak in history.
Uninterrupted expansion hits
121st month to surpass 1990s boom.
…the US expansion has now
hit its 121st month, making it longer
than the golden era enjoyed by the
economy from March 1991 to
March 2001, and more than twice
as long as the average post war expansion. This expansion has now
been going on for longer than the
Beatles were together.”
Financial Times, 3 July 2019, pg. 4

Bull Market
The Bull market run continues
in tandem with the economic expansion. Market indexes have hit
new record highs with enough frequency to almost escape notice. In
some ways this seems to be a
‘Teflon’ market. None of the bad
news sticks long enough to pull the
market back. The news is full of
tariff discussions/threats, middleeastern conflicts, Korean discus-

sions off again-on again in an increasingly xenophobic world.
US markets have been resilient beyond any level we might
have expected. We’ve said this before. It is worth repeating.

Wall Street vs. Main
Street
The two are clearly not the
same. The difference is playing out
in the employment arena. The statistics that measure employment
report that unemployment (3.7%) is
at a 50 year low. Good news! The
reality on Main Street is more nuanced.
Slightly over half of the people
who work for Google are not employees. They are independent contractors; part of the ‘Gig Economy.’
Uber and Lyft drivers clog access
lanes at some major airports. These
folks are also not employees. Metropolitan sidewalks are occasionally littered with abandoned bicycles
and scooters.
New technologies are commonly lauded as being ‘disruptive.’
That means they offer us (the consumer) a broader spectrum of
choice at more reasonable prices.
Airbnb is another good example.
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One aspect of this new ecosystem of choices appears to be
wage stagnation. Many people
are working harder longer for
the same or less income on an
inflation-adjusted basis.

How Big is the Gig?
We wonder about the size
of the ‘Gig’ economy. It is difficult to measure because it
does not show up in standard
statistical reporting of employment. That difficulty is compounded because many individuals are fully employed and
have a second job in the Gig
economy.
Politically the nation is routinely referred to as being divided between ‘red’ and ‘blue’
states. Economically we are
growing more divided between
employees and ‘Gig’ workers
with no employment benefits.
The Economist Magazine
ran a series of articles on the
Canadian economy in their July
27 – August 2 edition. They
cited one possible estimate of
the size of Canada’s Gig economy.
“A third of workers have insecure jobs in the 'gig economy’, according to a report by
the Bank of Canada.”
The Economist “Special Report
on Canada” Page 5
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Too Much Too Early
One of the classic mistakes
in investing is to invest before a
trend, in whatever market sector or business, is well established. Investing too early generates a painful learning curve
paved with ‘what ifs’ and ‘almost.’ This is often referred to
as “… buying the sizzle rather
than the steak.”

positive ‘earnings.’ The
company is losing 64 cents
per share.”
Source: Charles Schwab & Co. Inc
1 August

The Trend
The trend is important.
The early players rarely
are. Many companies do
not survive the early years
of a trend cycle.

The allure of the exciting
‘new thing’ is a powerful narcotic that can overwhelm common sense. This is the arena
where ‘story stocks’ entice the
novice to chase triple digit returns. In June we wrote about
Beyond Meat (BYND):

This particular trend sits
at the juncture of growing
interest in Climate Change
commitments and alternative foods. As a result there
is a willing audience of interested investors.

“Beyond Meat – BYND –
went public early in May.
Around June 1 BYND was
trading at over $103.00 per
share up nearly 60% from its
original IPO price a little
over a month ago. BYND is
not profitable. At the current
share price, this money-losing enterprise has a market
cap of roughly 5.6 billion
dollars.”

We have no doubt that
at some point in the near
future there will be profitable investment opportunities in this arena. We
continue to stumble across
other entrants starting public companies around the
globe. We believe this is a
trend to watch and research. We do not believe
it is a place to invest now
in ‘stories’ that are losing
money.

“Around the end of June
BYND briefly broke through
the $200/share price level. It
closed at $194.20 on July 22.
On August 1 the stock closed
down 10.4% from the opening price at $176.04. There is
no published P/E (Price to
Earnings ratio) for the company because there are no

Alternative energy is
another example. Investing in this field two
decades ago put you on the
cutting edge of an important trend. Investing now
rather than then is a better
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idea. The distance between
‘then’ and ‘now’ is littered with
bankruptcies, forced mergers
and disappointment.

LightSail 2
On the 50th anniversary of
the landing on the Moon there
are lots of exciting things happening in space. One of them is
LightSail 2, a small satellite
testing a new means of propulsion. A recently deployed, Mylar solar ‘sail’ is designed to
capture photons from the sun in
order to power the satellite into
a new trajectory.
Earlier we referenced the
length of time the Beatles were
together as a band. In another
nod to the past we’ll point out
that LightSail 2 tests a concept
explored by science fiction author Ray Bradbury decades ago.

Phishing – Spear
Phishing
Phishing describes the practice of hackers attempting to
lure the innocent into disclosing
personal identity information
and account numbers. Spear
Phishing is a variation on the
theme where there is some
‘bait’ involved to increase the
allure. The arena is usually
email, voicemail or text.
We’ve recently encountered
one of these with a sense of
humor. The inbound call originated from an Indiana area
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code. The cell phone script was,
“Hello! I’m Jim Dimon with
Chase bank and we reviewed
your credit card history and
discovered that you are eligible
for a lower interest rate card.
Please call …”
The lower rate is the ‘bait.’
The humor comes from the fact
that James Dimon is the Chairman and CEO of J.P. Morgan
Chase & Co.

The Close
As we prepared to print this
edition “US stocks: S&P 500,
NASDAQ closed out the worst
week since December on trade
worries.”
Source: Reuters 4:53 PM ET 2 August

The following Monday witnessed a sell-off on the Dow of
nearly 800 points. The S&P 500
and the DJIA were down nearly
3% at the close.
The tech
heavy NASDAQ was down
nearly 3.5%.
The ‘Teflon’ market (mentioned
on the first page) where no bad
news sticks or effects the market would appear to be over.
Uncertainty over trade negotiations and escalating rhetoric
testify to little or no progress as
the stakes rise for everyone involved. Add news of two backto-back mass shootings and the
immediate horizon looks bleak.
Expect a rocky August.

As always, we are grateful for
your business.

Stephen & Susan
Thanks for reading!
You can also access our newsletters on our website www.theroseim.com.
“Past performance is no guarantee
of future returns.” This statement applies
equally to the portfolios we manage as
well as any mutual fund or individual
security discussed in this publication.
Compass Points newsletter is published
for informational purposes as periodic
communication with clients of The Rose
Inc Investment Management. Discussions
of particular investments do not constitute
recommendations to buy, sell or hold such
investments. Some content is drawn from
other sources that are presumed, but not
guaranteed, to be accurate. Nothing in
this publication should be construed as
professional advice recommending any
particular course of action to a reader.

